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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this second and final tutorial letter, feedback on general problems students experienced in 
completing the assignments is given, as well as suggestions to prevent similar mistakes being 
repeated in future assignments. The relevant particulars pertaining to each question asked in the 
assignment are also given. 

Information on the examinations is provided in this tutorial letter. Please read the tutorial letter 
carefully and ensure that you use the guidelines provided to assist you in preparing for the 
examination.  

2 GENERAL PROBLEMS WITH ASSIGNMENTS  

Most students did well in their assignments. However, the following general problems occurred: 

 Assignments were not properly stapled. 

 Incomplete and /or faulty completion of the assignment cover. 

 General guidelines given in tutorial letter 101/2018 were not properly applied, thus 
students: 

— Misinterpreted questions; 
— Copied the study guide word-for-word; 
— Gave no text references to sources consulted; and 
— Included incomplete and/or faulty references in their bibliography. 

Please keep the following suggestions and guidelines in mind when working on future 
assignments: 

— Read the question carefully. Pay close attention to what you are being asked to do, e.g. 
describe, discuss, compare and so on. If and when you do not understand a question, do 
not hesitate to contact us. We are here to help you. 

— Since your study guide only provides a broad framework and overview of topics, you are 
urged to consult and use additional sources. This is important to expand the depth and 
detail of knowledge you obtain on topic related to this module. 

— Use practical examples to illustrate your answers. 
— Please pay attention to the marks allocated for each question. It is a useful indication of 

how broad or focused your answer should be. Make sure your answers are not too long or 
too condensed. 

— Please make sure your answers adhere to the theme of the assignment and are relevant 
to the questions asked (i.e. make sure that you are actually answering what is being asked 
in the question.) 

— Your answers should be well structured. Include an introduction, conclusion, headings, etc. 
Write a draft copy first. This will help you organise your ideas in a more structured and 
logical way. 

— Some students copy the study guide word-for-word. As it is important for us to determine 
whether you understand the study material, you have to use your own words and do not 
repeat in parrot fashion what is printed in the study guide. 

3 SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS FOR THE ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS 

The relevant particulars where the various questions are discussed in your study guide are given 

below. A few general comments are also given: 
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Second semester 2018: Assignment 1 

This first assignment consisted of essay questions. You will find information in the Study Guide. 

However, as Information Science students, we expect you to find additional sources of which a 

few examples have been included on myUnisa. It is advisable that you access others either via 

the library or online. Do NOT rewrite information, explain and interpret the information in your own 

words.  

Also take note that all assignments should be written according to our Guidelines – see Tutorial 

letter INKALLE/302. 

Please note: Although students may work together when preparing assignments, each student 

must write and submit his or her own individual assignment. In other words, you must submit your 

own ideas in your own words. It is unacceptable for students to submit identical assignments on 

the basis that they worked together. That is copying (a form of plagiarism) and none of these 

assignments will be marked.  

The following information should be included in the assignment:  

 A brief introduction explaining the topic. In the case of shorter answers such as these, it 

can consist of a sentence or two. It is, however, important for students to put the topic in 

perspective, e.g. in this question/assignment a definition of record will be discussed. 

Because it is a short essay, students are not required to write the headings “Introduction, 

body, conclusion, etc.”  

 The body of the discussion reflecting key aspects and stages or processes of the topic. 

 Practical examples demonstrating that the student can link the theory with the particular 

environment.  

 Conclusion or conclusive remark. The student should conclude on what was discussed 

with his/her own voice heard.  

 There is also a limitation on the length of each answer, i.e. one and a half page, not 

exceeding that for each answer.  

 In addition, use other sources, besides the study guide. Links to Additional resources can 

be found on myUnisa. 

 The declaration statement found on page 13 of the tutorial letter should have been signed 
and included with the assignment. This declaration should be included in all written 
assignment activities. 

More detailed information pertaining to each assignment question follows. Read through the 
guidelines and compare it with your answer to see where you can improve.  

Question 1: 

In this question, you were asked to explain the following concepts: Electronic Records 
Management, Records Management Applications, Migration in relation to Electronic Records, 
Version control and document classification.  Consulting the study guide would have helped you 
formulating responses to these questions.  These are some of the answers that you could have 
provided: Electronic records management is using automated techniques to manage records 
regardless of format. Electronic records management is the broadest term that refers to 
electronically managing records on varied formats, be they paper, electronic or microform. 
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A records management application can be regarded as software that aids the management of 
records, especially electronic records, including the use of a file plan for classifying records and 
of records schedule for identifying records that are due for disposition. 

Migration in relation to electronic records refers to the migration between EDRMS, ECM and 
content Management systems of from one to the other.  Migration focuses on maintaining 
continuity of information. 

Version control is a component of software configuration management, version control is also 
known as revision or source control is the management of changes to documents, computer 
programmes, large websites and other collections of information. 

Document classification is a tool that can reduce the cost and time of searching and retrieving the 
information that matters.  Document classification is a problem that is found in library science, 
information science and computer science.  It is a task to assign a document to one or more 
classes or categories. 

Question 2: 

In question 2, you were asked identify the steps involved in planning an electronic records 
management project; and explain the purpose of each of the following types of project 
documentation, a project initial document and what is the purpose of a business case.  Question 
2 also required you to explain the seven steps involved in developing a business case, project 
plan, a risk register, an issues log and reports.  You were also required to identify and explain the 
different types of costs that needed to be calculated when assessing possible implementation of 
computerised ERM systems. The fifth question you need to respond to was to identify the 
functional requirements and why it is important to identify them when planning to acquire an 
ERMS systems.  You were also required to provide a definition for RFI and RFP and explain the 
difference between these two concepts.  The last question required you to explain the steps 
involved in the process of configuring a new ERMS system.   

The following responses were required: 

The steps that you were required to identify and discuss in relation to an EDRMS project, include 
the project charter creation and team formation, required needs analysis, system selection, user-
training; and post-implementation. Refer to pages 23 in study guide.  

The seven steps involved in developing a business case for and EDRMS project are listed on 
page 36 of the study guide. These are the preliminary investigation, analysis of business activities, 
identification of requirements of records; assessment of existing systems; identifying strategies 
for satisfying records requirements; design of a records system; implementation; and post-
implementation. 

Building a business case for EDRMS involves cultural change and changes management 
aspects.  A content management system must be justified for its value to the business as a whole.  
All too often EDRMS systems are implemented and the on-going costs are not factored into the 
overall cost of the project.  This creates problems where there are upgrades to be done, especially 
if custodianship has been carried out. 

The abbreviations RFI and RFP can be described as follows: A RFI is a request for information 
which is a standard business process whose purpose is to collect written information about the 
capabilities of various suppliers.  Normally it follows a format that can be used for comparative 
purposes. Meanwhile a, RFP is a request for proposal.  This is a document that solicits proposal, 
often made through a bidding process, by an agency or company interested in procurement of a 
commodity, service, or valuable asset to potential suppliers to submit business proposals.  
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For the process of configuring a new ERMS system, refer to page 31 in the study guide.  The 
process involves changing the way organisations work.  New ways of working will include 
receiving electronic documents, sending links of electronic documents to another user, receiving 
faxes electronically via in-box or e-mail, file and index documents into the IDMS, filing of e-mails 
and attached documents; and search for information across the DME and wider.  

Question 3: 

In question 3, you were required to address the topic of appraisal. You were required to discuss 
why appraisal of records is necessary and why it is important to appraise electronic records.  You 
were also required to discuss the representatives of an organisation that should participate in the 
appraisal of records and the different roles they should play.  You were also required to describe 
the steps involved in appraisal and explain the importance of each step. Finally, you were required 
to outline the core documentation that should be generated from each step in the appraisal 
process. 

The following sections in the study guide would have assisted you in providing answers to these 
questions.  The following discussion would be relevant.  Please refer to Study Unit 7 for all aspects 
related to appraisal of electronic records.  The five steps involved in the process of appraisal are 
Conducting research, determining the value, making appraisal decisions; implementing the 
decision; and monitoring appraisal decisions.  The activity of appraisal should be conducted by 
the archivist.  The archivist will work together with the records manager to understand the content 
of the records being appraised.  In South Africa, only the National or provincial archivists may 
authorise the disposal of all records in public bodies.  The documents that are generated during 
the process of appraisal include the retention schedule and the disposition authority.  Records 
that are destroyed should be indicated on a destruction certificate, while records that have archival 
value should be transferred to an archives repository 20 years from the date of creation should 
be indicated in a transfer register.  This is the practice for public bodies in South Africa.  The 
retention schedule should be drawn up once the office has received the disposal 
recommendations.  The retention schedule will indicate when records may be destroyed and 
which may be transferred to the archives repository for permanent safekeeping. 

Question 4 

In question 4, you were required to explain the purpose of a records policy and explain three reasons 
an organisation should establish a formal records-related policy statement.  Name at least three 
associated policies that should be developed to support records policies. 

The development of a records management policy is discussed in detail in Study Unit 6.  The 
importance of a records management policy is that it provides clear guidelines on what recirds are 
and why they need to be managed effectively; explain how records management will serve the needs 
of the organisation; sets out general principles and policies relevant to the organisation on specific 
aspects of records management, which then forms the basis for implementing new records 
management programmes; and identifies statutory and other legal foundation for organisational 
record keeping.  There are eleven components to a records management policy. These are the 
purpose, policy statement, scope, policy context, legislation and standards, recordkeeping systems; 
responsibilities; monitor and review; authorisation; glossary and resources.  These are explained in 
detail on pages 43 – 45.  

Policies that are associated with records management policies include policies relating to best 
practice principles for organisation management, the organisation’s e-government strategy; data 
protection legislation; access to information legislation; archives management policies, information 
security and the management and implementation of technology.  
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Question 5 

In question 5, you were required to explain the attributes, characteristics and metadata that are 
associated with records.  The following discussion should have included:  

The attributes of records are described on pages 2 and 3 of the study guide.  The three attributes of 
a record are content, structure and context.  These three attributes need to exist for an item to be 
considered a record.  These three attributes should be explained and examples used to illustrate 
each of these.  The four characteristics that have been identified in the Study Guide are static, 
authority, unique and authenticity.  Each of these should be explained and illustrated with relevant 
examples. Please refer to page 5 in the study guide.  Metadata is information about information.  
Metadata can be described as the description or cataloguing of records in order to make their 
retrieval easier.  Preservation of metadata with the specific electronic document gives context to the 
document.  Without the necessary context attached, the electronic document will not be regarded 
as a record.  The records management software that is chosen must prompt the users to preserve 
the metadata with the documents that they create. It must also support automated capturing as many 
metadata elements as possible and to minimise the amount of data entry performed by the user.  
Metadata is the background information that describes how and when and by whom a particular set 
of data or a record was created, collected or retrieved and how it was formatted.  Refer to page 26 
in the Study Guide.     

Second semester 2018: Assignment 2 

Assignment 2 comprised of a number of multiple-choice questions. The following are the correct 
answers for the multiple-choice questions: 

1. (4) Processing of encoding a message or information in such a way that only authorised 
parties can access it. 
 

2. (1) The process of moving data from one electronic system to another, usually in upgrading 
hardware software, without having to undergo a major conversion or rein-putting data. 
 

3. (1) A combination hardware and software buffer that many organisations place between 
their internal network and the Internet to protect the internal network from outside intrusion. 
 

4. (2) The technologies, tools and methods used to capture, manage, store, preserve and 
deliver content across an enterprise. 
 

5. (3) The life span of a record as expressed in the five stages of creation, distribution, use, 
maintenance and final disposition. 
 

6. (2) Destroy the ephemeral (d) records and transfer the records with archival value (A20) to 
archives repository 20 years after the date in which the records were created.  
 

7. (2) Identify non-compliance to policies and procedures. 
 

8. (2) False 
 

9. (2) Technological obsolescence.  
 

10.  (2) False. 
 

11. (2) False 
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12. (1) True 

 
13. (3) When transferring electronic records from one medium to another, the content, context 

and structure of the record must not be separated. 
 

14. (2) Conversion 
 

15. (1) System function to display documents in different formats. 
 

16. (4) Disposal. 
 

17. (2) Records that can be readily accessed or changes and stored on electronic storage 
media. 
 

18. (1) Preservation strategy for electronic records. 
 

19. (2) Save and retrieve 
 

20. (4) Metadata. 
 

21. (3) Format 
 

22. (1) Choice of EDRMS solution 
 

23. (4) Attributes 
 

24. (3) Uniqueness 
 

25. (4) Hardware and software costs. 

4 INFORMATION RELATING TO THE EXAMINATIONS 

NB! Please note that the time allocated for the examination is 2 hours. The following has 
to be studied for the examination: 

 The study guide: the whole study guide has to be studied. 

 You should also study all the assignment questions given to you this semester. 

What will the format of the examination paper be? 

The examination is a two-hour exam paper consisting of five questions. These include explaining 
concepts and providing definitions.  From three of the questions you have to answer two essay 
type questions. The total make of the exam paper adds up to 100 marks. 

Please participate in the online discussion forums and access the Additional Resources that are 
available on myUnisa. These will help you in your preparation for the examination. 
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5 CONCLUSION  

I wish you success with your studies! 

Please feel free to contact me on (012) 429 6936, or e-mail me on schelis@unisa.ac.za with any 
study-related problems you may experience. 

Dr Isabel Schellnack-Kelly 

Senior-lecturer: Information Science 

Department of Information Science 

UNISA  
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